CORRIGENDUM Dated :- 23.03.2016 To Pre-bid Minutes of Tender Document no. E-02/equipment/2016

Kindly refer the Tender Notice, Tender Document, Pre-bid Minutes and Previous Corrigendum

Following Point to be added in Pre-bid Minutes:-

- The contract validity period is for 5 years (60 Months). The Performance security will be 5% of the total 1 year contract value. The same shall be carried forward for the entire duration of the contract and will be valid for 3 months after conclusion of the contract.
- Bid security (EMD) shall be valid for 6 months.
- Rest all points in Pre-bid Minutes and Previous corrigendum to Pre-bid minutes are remain same.

Place: - Mumbai.

Dated: - 23.03.2016

Mission Director,
State Health Society Mumbai,
Maharashtra